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Abstract— Video streaming over the Internet and
packet-based wireless networks is sensitive to packet loss,
which can severely damage the quality of the received
video. To protect the transmitted video data against packet
loss, application-layer forward error correction (FEC)
is commonly used. Typically, for a given source block,
the channel code rate is fixed in advance according to
an estimation of the packet loss rate. However, since
network conditions are difficult to predict, determining the
right amount of redundancy introduced by the channel
encoder is not obvious. To address this problem, we
consider a general framework where the sender applies
rateless erasure coding to every source block and keeps
on transmitting the encoded symbols until it receives an
acknowledgment from the receiver indicating that the
block was decoded successfully. Within this framework,
we design transmission strategies that aim at minimizing
the expected bandwidth usage while ensuring successful
decoding subject to an upper bound on the packet loss
rate. In real simulations over the Internet, our solution
outperformed standard FEC and hybrid ARQ approaches.
For the QCIF Foreman sequence compressed with the
H.264 video coder, the gain in average peak signal to noise
ratio over the best previous scheme exceeded 3.5 decibels
at 90 kilobits per second.
I. INTRODUCTION
Video streaming over best-effort packet networks
requires error resilience mechanisms against packet
loss [1]. One of the most powerful such mechanisms
is application-layer forward error correction (FEC)
where redundant information is added to the original
data to make it more robust against transmission
errors. Previous works [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] use FEC,
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where for a given source block the channel code
rate is fixed or updated (for example, by puncturing
or shortening a Reed-Solomon code) according to a
prediction based on past observations of the packet
loss rate. Unfortunately, the packet loss rate in many
networks, including the Internet and wireless net-
works, is hard to predict and can rapidly change over
time. Thus, the performance of such FEC schemes
may be poor because of the unavoidable mismatch
between the actual packet loss rate and the predicted
one. Indeed, overestimating the packet loss rate
would waste the bandwidth and underestimating it
would result in decoding failure (Fig. 1).
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Mismatch between observed and predicted packet loss rate.
The observed packet loss rate corresponds to time intervals of length
T . (a) Static prediction. (b) Adaptive prediction.
To address this problem, we propose to use a
rateless code [7], [8] and receiver feedback. With
a rateless code, the code rate does not have to
be fixed a priori as the encoder can generate on
the fly a potentially infinite stream of encoded
symbols. The sender keeps on sending the encoded
symbols corresponding to a source block until an
acknowledgment is received from the receiver or
the transmission time for the source block elapses.
While this approach is not new, no previous work
has attempted to optimize it. The problem is that if
the transmission rate is too low, the receiver may
not be able to successfully decode the source block
while if it is too high, the sender may transmit
too many redundant symbols before it receives the
acknowledgment.
Our main contribution is to design for this frame-
2work transmission strategies that aim at minimiz-
ing this overhead (or equivalently the used band-
width) while ensuring successful reconstruction of
the video stream subject to an upper bound on the
packet loss rate. Our solution typically consists of
a sequence of alternating transmission bursts and
waiting times. The optimization does not rely on
only one packet loss rate but on a histogram of
previously observed packet loss rates.
This paper synthesizes and extends preliminary
results presented in [9] and [10]. Specifically, we
provide an in-depth discussion of related work, give
a detailed description of the proposed transmission
strategy and the algorithm to optimize it, and signif-
icantly expand the experimental work. In particular,
we compare the proposed scheme to more advanced
streaming mechanisms and study the influence of
both the packet loss rate histogram and bursty
packet losses on the system performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section II, we discuss related work. In
Section III, we describe our video streaming system.
In Section IV, we present appropriate transmission
strategies for this system, derive analytical expres-
sions for the expected used bandwidth of these
strategies, and propose an efficient algorithm whose
aim is to select strategies that minimize the expected
used bandwidth while ensuring successful decoding
subject to an upper bound on the packet loss rate. In
Section IV-B, we derive analytical expressions for
the expected used bandwidth of the studied schemes
and compare them with simulation results that use
an LT code [7]. Section V contains experimental
results. We study the efficiency of our algorithm by
comparing it with exhaustive search. We also com-
pare the performance of our transmission strategy
to three standard schemes for streaming H.264 [11]
compressed video over a real Internet connection.
The results show that our strategy provides signifi-
cant gains in rate-distortion performance.
II. RELATED WORK
Rateless codes are probabilistic erasure codes
which can recover k source symbols from any
received k(1 + ) encoded symbols with high prob-
ability. Here  is a small real number that gives the
trade-off between the error recovery property of the
code and the amount of redundancy it introduces.
Both the encoding and decoding times of rateless
codes are significantly lower than those of tradi-
tional fixed-rate erasure codes (e.g., Reed-Solomon
codes).
The application of rateless codes to video stream-
ing was initially proposed for Multimedia Broadcast
Multicast System (MBMS) standard [12] of the
third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [13],
[14]. In these works, a Raptor code is used as a
conventional FEC code with a fixed code rate that
can be set according to the transmission conditions,
e.g., to meet some expected worst-case receiving
conditions.
Vukobratovic et al. [15] designed rateless codes
with unequal error protection properties to multicast
a scalable video stream to a set of receivers with
heterogeneous conditions. The goal is to provide
increasing quality of service to classes of receivers
with increasingly better conditions. The framework
assumes that the packet loss rate of each class of
receivers is known in advance.
Wagner, Chakareski, and Frossard [16] proposed
a framework for streaming video from multiple
senders to a single receiver over heterogeneous
packet erasure channels. Rateless codes are used to
avoid coordination among the servers sending video
to the same receiver. For a given total bandwidth,
the received video quality is optimized by assigning
the best FEC code rate to each server.
Schierl et al. [17] used Raptor codes for real-
time streaming of scalable video over Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks (MANETs). As in [16], they consider
a streaming scenario from multiple sources to one
receiver. They show how source and relay nodes can
allocate an optimized FEC code rate for different
clients.
Tan et al. [18] considered unicast streaming of
stereoscopic video over packet erasure channels.
The authors define three layers of source data and
apply unequal error protection with rateless codes to
these layers. The work assumes that the packet loss
rate is Gaussian with known mean and variance.
Compared to this previous work, our scheme
differs in several important ways:
• We exploit feedback from the receiver to avoid
sending data when the receiver was able to
recover the source block.
• We develop a more flexible transmission frame-
work, where transmission strategies consist of a
sequence of alternating transmission bursts of
variable rates and waiting times. This frame-
3work includes transmission strategies that use
a fixed transmission rate as a special case.
• We provide an efficient rate scheduling algo-
rithm that aims at optimizing the transmission
strategy. The optimization does not rely on
only one packet loss rate (for example the
average packet loss rate over a time interval),
but on a histogram of observed packet loss
rates. This allows better adaptation to varying
channel conditions.
III. VIDEO STREAMING SYSTEM
Fig. 2 shows the proposed system in a live
video streaming application. The raw video stream
produced by the camera from time t = 0 to t = T is
fed into the video encoder to produce the first source
block. For simplicity, we ignore the video encoding
time, which is usually very small and depends on the
particular implementation of the source encoder. At
t = T , the sender applies FEC to the source block
as will be explained in Section IV. The encoded
symbols are then transmitted according to the trans-
mission strategy described in Section IV-A. Some of
the transmitted encoded symbols are lost or arrive at
the receiver too late to be useful. The receiver tries
to recover the source block. If it succeeds, it sends
an acknowledgment to the transmitter and the source
block is fed into the source decoder at t = 2T .
Source decoding can be done with almost no delay
providing the first frame of decoded video stream
for playback at t = 2T , which ensures a maximum
end-to-end playback latency of 2T . Increasing T
will increase the size of the source block. This will
lead to a more efficient rateless code, but also to a
longer playback latency.
The same process is repeated. In this way, source
block b corresponds to the video stream captured
from t = (b− 1)×T to t = b×T, b = 1, 2, . . . The
source blocks are encoded independently, which
can be achieved, e.g., by starting each one with
an I frame. Moreover, source block b has to be
FEC encoded, transmitted, and FEC decoded from
t = b× T to t = (b+ 1)× T , so that it is available
for playback at t = (b+ 1)× T .
IV. PROPOSED FEC SCHEME
Consider a source block b consisting of k sym-
bols. We encode the k source symbols by applying
a rateless code to produce a potentially infinite
Fig. 2. Proposed video streaming system.
stream of encoded symbols. These encoded symbols
are transmitted over the channel after encapsulating
them in channel packets. A channel packet may
contain one or more encoded symbols. For simplic-
ity, we describe our system when a channel packet
contains only one encoded symbol. The maximum
transmission rate allowed by our system is denoted
by Rmax. We assume that Rmax is large enough
to transmit k(1 + )/(1 − l) encoded symbols in
a time period of length T − FTT . Here FTT
is the forward trip time and l is the packet loss
rate observed during a time interval of length T .
Some of the channel packets are lost or arrive at
the receiver too late to be useful. We assume that
the receiver can recover source block b correctly if
and only if at least k(1 + ) encoded symbols for
this block are received before time (b + 1) × T .
Thus, a simple transmission strategy pi to guarantee
successful decoding of source block b is to send at
least C = k(1 + )/(1 − l) encoded symbols from
t = b×T to t = (b+ 1)×T −FTT . Unfortunately,
the transmitter does not know beforehand the value
of C because l is unpredictable and varies from
block to block. Overestimating l would result in
bandwidth wastage and underestimating it would
lead to decoding failure. However, when a feedback
channel is available, this problem can be alleviated
by making the receiver send an acknowledgment to
the transmitter as soon as enough encoded symbols
4are received. Since the acknowledgment needs time
to reach the transmitter, this approach introduces
an overhead equal to the number of unnecessary
encoded symbols sent to the receiver.
The transmission strategy pi is also characterized
by an outage rate equal to 0 if the source block
is successfully decoded and 1, otherwise. Note that
a source block can be decoded successfully if and
only if l ≤ L(pi), where L(pi) = 1 − k(1 +
)/cmax(pi), and cmax(pi) is the maximum number
of encoded symbols that can be sent with the
transmission strategy in a transmission interval of
duration T − FTT .
Fig. 3 shows two transmission strategies. In both
cases, the transmitter keeps on sending the encoded
symbols until an acknowledgment is received. In
Fig. 3(a), the transmission rate is fixed and equal to
the maximum transmission rate Rmax. In Fig. 3(b), it
is variable and yields a smaller overhead. Thus, the
second transmission strategy (pi2) seems to be better
than the first one (pi1). However, since L(pi2) <
L(pi1), the probability of successful decoding is
greater with pi1 than with pi2.
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. (a) Transmission strategy with a fixed transmission rate. (b)
Transmission strategy with a variable transmission rate. The shaded
areas show the overhead.
A. Proposed transmission strategy
Our goal is to construct transmission strategies
that minimize the expected overhead subject to a
constraint on the expected outage rate. Our trans-
mission strategies are built according to the fol-
lowing principle: make an optimistic guess, send,
and wait. If no acknowledgment arrives, this indi-
cates that the guess was wrong, so make the next
optimistic guess (excluding the previous one), and
repeat the procedure.
Such transmission strategies depend on the packet
loss rate distribution. To simplify the problem, we
Fig. 4. Probability mass function of observed packet loss rate. A
packet is considered to be lost if it is not available at the receiver
within a time interval of length T .
approximate the probability density function of the
packet loss rate by a packet loss rate histogram
characterized by N packet loss rates l1 < . . . < lN
with probabilities p(l1), . . . , p(lN) (Fig. 4).
Let j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, we first show how to build
a class of transmission strategies whose expected
outage rate is equal to 1 −∑ji=1 p(li). In Section
IV-C, we provide an algorithm that selects among
each class a transmission strategy that minimizes
the expected overhead.
We make an optimistic guess by assuming that
the packet loss rate l is minimum (equal to l1) and
start transmitting at rate R1 from t = s1 = 0 to
t = f1. Under this assumption, c1 = k(1+)/(1−l1)
is the number of encoded symbols that have to be
transmitted to guarantee successful decoding. Thus
we select R1 to satisfy R1(f1 − s1) = c1. If we
denote by RTT the round trip time and assume
that a reliable feedback channel is available, an
acknowledgment is expected to arrive at time a1 =
f1 + RTT . Since any symbol transmitted from f1
to a1 may contribute to the overhead, we wait some
time w1 until s2 = f1+w1 before transmitting again
at a rate R2. An intuitive choice for w1 would be
w1 = RTT . However, this choice may not be the
best as it may not leave enough time to transmit the
number of encoded symbols required to satisfy the
target outage rate.
Similarly, we transmit at rate R2 from s2 to f2
such that R2(f2− s2) = c2 = k(1 + )/(1− l2)− c1.
The same procedure is repeated giving transmission
rates R1, . . . , Rj (0 < Ri ≤ Rmax, i = 1, . . . , j)
and waiting times w1, . . . , wj (0 ≤ wi ≤ RTT, i =
1, . . . , j) where each transmission rate Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤
j, starts at si and finishes at fi (Fig. 5) with
5Fig. 5. Proposed transmission strategy. The encoded symbols are
transmitted at rate Ri from si to fi, followed by a waiting time of
wi, i = 1, . . . , j.
ci = k(1 + )/(1− li)−
i−1∑
m=0
cm (1)
Ri(fi − si) = ci (2)
si = fi−1 + wi−1 (3)
where c0 = f0 = w0 = 0. Finally, we add the
condition
fj ≤ T − FTT, (4)
which states that all encoded symbols are sent
within the available time budget.
Note that equation (1) ensures successful decod-
ing if the packet loss rate l is smaller than or equal
to lj . It therefore guarantees that the expected outage
rate is equal to 1−∑ji=1 p(li).
It is easy to see that for each class j, a trans-
mission strategy is completely defined by the trans-
mission rates R1, . . . , Rj and the waiting times
w1, . . . , wj . Fig. 6 shows examples of admissible
transmission strategies.
B. Expected used bandwidth and outage rate
We derive analytical expressions for the expected
used bandwidth and expected outage rate for two
transmission schemes. The first one, which we
call Algorithm, uses a transmission strategy pi =
(R1, . . . , Rj, w1, . . . , wj) in the class of transmission
strategies designed for j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. The second
one, which we call Static, follows a conventional
approach. It keeps on sending the encoded symbols
at a fixed transmission rate until an acknowledgment
is received. The transmission rate is fixed to Rj =
Fig. 6. Three examples of transmission strategies. In (b) and (c),
all waiting times are equal to zero.
Cj/(T − FTT ), where Cj = k(1 + )/(1 − lj) for
j ∈ {1, · · · , N}.
To find the expected used bandwidth, we first de-
termine the expected overhead. Given a transmission
strategy pi in the class of transmission strategies
designed for j, let Hi(pi) be the overhead when
l = li (1 ≤ i ≤ j). Then the expected overhead
for pi is
Ej(pi) =
j∑
i=1
p(li)Hi(pi) (5)
When l = li, the transmission of the smallest
number of encoded symbols necessary for success-
ful decoding of a block will be finished at time fi,
and an acknowledgment will be expected at ai =
fi +RTT . For all i < m ≤ j, the mth transmission
burst may contribute to Hi(pi) if sm < ai. This
contribution is equal to RmΩi,m, where
Ωi,m = max((min(fm, ai)− sm), 0) (6)
6is the time for which we transmit at rate Rm
before ai.
Thus Hi(pi) is the sum of the overhead added by
the transmission bursts of indices m (i < m ≤ j)
under l = li and can be given as
Hi(pi) =
{∑j
m=i+1RmΩi,m if i = 1, . . . , j − 1;
0 if i = j
(7)
Combining equations (5) and (7), we can write
Ej(pi) as
Ej(pi) = Ej(R1, · · · , Rj, w1, · · · , wj) (8)
=
∑j−1
i=1 p(li)
∑j
m=i+1RmΩi,m. (9)
On the other hand, if we use Static with a code
rate corresponding to the maximum loss rate lj , then
the expected overhead is
ESTATICj = Rj
j−1∑
i=1
p(li)
[min [(T − FTT ), (Ci/Rj +RTT )]− Ci/Rj]
(10)
and the expected outage rate is 1−∑ji=1 p(li).
We now derive expressions for the expected used
bandwidth. For j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}, the expected
bandwidth used by Algorithm is
Bj(pi) = Ej(pi) +
j−1∑
i=1
p(li)Ci + Cj
N∑
i=j
p(li) (11)
where Ej(pi) is the expected overhead obtained
in (5).
On the other hand, the expected bandwidth used
by Static is
BSTATICj = E
STATIC
j +
j−1∑
i=1
p(li)Ci+Cj
N∑
i=j
p(li). (12)
C. Proposed algorithm
Given j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and the associated class
of transmission strategies described in Section IV-
A, our goal is to find the transmission rates and the
waiting times that minimize the expected overhead
subject to the expected outage rate 1−∑ji=1 p(li).
Fig. 7. Graphical description of the proposed algorithm when j = 4.
In this section, we provide an algorithm that aims
at solving this problem. Our algorithm has linear
time complexity. Experimental results show that its
performance is close to optimal. Before giving a
formal description of the algorithm, we explain it
intuitively in the particular case where j = 4 (Fig.
7).
Our algorithm is inspired by dynamic program-
ming. The idea is to break the problem into sub-
problems and compute the solution in a greedy way
from j = 1 to j = 4. We start with j = 4,
set the time budget to T − FTT , w4 to zero and
iterate over all possible values of R4 and w3 (both
the set of transmission rates and the set of waiting
times are discretized). In each iteration, the expected
overhead is calculated by using the chosen values
of R4 and w3 and a set of pre-calculated values for
R3, R2, R1, w2, and w1. These pre-calculated values
are the ones selected by the algorithm for class
j = 3 when the time budget is T − FTT − t′
with t′ = w3 + c4/R4. Note that the pre-calculated
values are computed starting with class j = 1 for
all time budgets between 0 and T −FTT . For each
class j, the associated values of R1, . . . , Rj and
w1, . . . , wj−1 are used to find the solution for the
next higher class j + 1. The values of R1, . . . , R4
and w1, . . . , w4 associated to the iteration that gives
the smallest expected overhead is marked by the al-
gorithm. We repeat the same procedure by gradually
increasing the value of w4. The solution returned by
the algorithm is the one with the smallest expected
overhead.
Formally, for j ∈ {1, . . . , N} and t ∈ [0, T −
FTT ], let us denote by E∗j (t) the smallest expected
7overhead achievable within the time budget [0, t] and
providing an expected outage rate 1 −∑ji=1 p(li).
Let R∗1,j(t), . . . , R
∗
j,j(t) be the transmission rates
and w∗1,j(t), . . . , w
∗
j,j(t) be the waiting times corre-
sponding to E∗j (t). Then the solution to the prob-
lem is given by the transmission rates R∗1,j(T −
FTT ), . . . , R∗j,j(T − FTT ) and the waiting times
w∗1,j(T − FTT ), . . . , w∗j,j(T − FTT ). We propose
to compute these values in a greedy (nonoptimal)
way, stage by stage from i = 1 to i = j. This is
done as follows.
Let Êi(t), R̂i,i(t), ŵi−1,i(t)(i = 1, . . . , j) denote
the approximations to E∗i (t), R
∗
i,i(t), w
∗
i−1,i(t) com-
puted by our algorithm. Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ j and
t <
∑i
m=1 cm/Rmax, we set Êi(t) = ∞, R̂i,i(t) =
∞, ŵi−1,i(t) = ∞ to avoid selecting R̂i,i(t) and
ŵi−1,i(t) at any stage where t is not large enough
to transmit c1 + · · ·+ ci even at the highest possible
transmission rate.
For i = 1 and t ≥ c1/Rmax, we set Ê1(t) =
0, R̂1,1(t) = c1/t, ŵ0,1(t) = 0. For 1 < i ≤ j and
t ≥∑im=1 cm/Rmax, we set
(R̂i,i(t), ŵi−1,i(t)) =
arg min
0<Ri≤Rmax
0≤wi−1≤RTT
Ri
i−1∑
m=1
p(lm)Ωm,i + Êi−1(t− ci
Ri
− wi−1)
(13)
Êi(t) =
min
0<Ri≤Rmax
0≤wi−1≤RTT
Ri
i−1∑
m=1
p(lm)Ωm,i + Êi−1(t− ci
Ri
− wi−1)
(14)
We see (13) and (14) as discrete optimization
problems. For Ri, this is a natural choice as non-
integer transmission rates are not admissible. More
generally, when a packet contains more than one
symbol, Ri is constrained to take on values in
M, 2M, . . . , bRmax/Mc, where M is the number
of symbols per packet. For the waiting time wi−1,
discretization is obtained by using uniform quanti-
zation with a small step size.
Given j, Rmax, li, p(li), i = 1, . . . , j, k, ,
T , FTT , and RTT , the algorithm first deter-
mines c1, . . . , cj using (1). Then Êi(t), R̂i,i(t), and
ŵi−1,i(t) are computed using the above equations for
i = 1, . . . , j and t = 0, . . . , T − FTT . In the next
step, the algorithm tries to find another transmission
strategy that gives the same expected overhead and
expected outage rate, but which uses less time to
complete the transmission (i.e., it has a smaller fj or,
equivalently, a greater wj). If one such solution can
be found, it is selected because it gives the receiver
more time for decoding.
A pseudo-code of the algorithm is given in Al-
gorithm 1. The algorithm has j × RTT × Q ×
(T − FTT ) × Q × Rmax time complexity and
3× j× (T −FTT )×Q space complexity, where Q
is the number of steps per second used to quantize
time. In contrast, exhaustive search has (RTT ×
Rmax ×Q×Q)j time complexity.
Algorithm 1
Input: j, Rmax, li, p(li), i = 1, . . . , j, T , FTT ,
RTT , k, 
Output: Optimized transmission strategy
(R1, . . . , Rj, w1, . . . , wj), expected overhead
Ej , fi, i = 1, . . . , j
for i = 1 to j do
for t = 0 to T − FTT do
Compute Êi(t), R̂i,i(t) and ŵi−1,i(t)
end for
end for
Set fj = T − FTT and Ej =∞
for t = 0 to T − FTT do
if Êj(T − FTT − t) ≤ Ej then
Ej = Êj(T−FTT−t) and fj = T−FTT−t
else
break
end if
end for
wj = T − FTT − fj
for i = j to 1 do
Ri = R̂i,i(fi) and wi−1 = ŵi−1,i(fi)
fi−1 = fi − ci/Ri − wi−1
end for
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Efficiency of the proposed algorithm
Our algorithm tries to minimize the expected
overhead for a given expected outage rate. To study
the efficiency of this algorithm, we compared it
with exhaustive search. The comparison was done
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the proposed algorithm with exhaustive
search.
for small instances of the problem since, otherwise,
exhaustive search would not be feasible. Fig. 8
shows results for k = 130, T = 1 s, Rmax = 200
symbols/s,  = 0.05, FTT = 0.06 s, RTT = 0.12
s, and the packet loss rates 0.03, 0.06, 0.09, 0.12,
0.15 with probabilities 0.1, 0.15, 0.25, 0.3, 0.2,
respectively. In most cases, our algorithm produced
an almost optimal solution. The negligible quality
loss was compensated for by a significant speed up.
For example, on a PC running an Intel Core 2 Duo
2 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM, exhaustive search
needed 34 mn to compute the solution correspond-
ing to j = 5, while our algorithm took only 126
ms.
The expected overhead (or equivalently used
bandwidth) used by our algorithm as an objective
function assumes a hypothetical rateless code with
parameter  (see Section IV-B). In practice, however,
a real rateless code must be used. In the next exper-
iment, we compared the expected used bandwidth
derived analytically with the real used bandwidth
obtained by simulations with a real rateless code.
The simulations were done with MLDesigner [19].
We used N = 21 packet loss rates 0, 0.01, 0.02,
0.03, . . . , 0.19, 0.2 with probabilities 0.010, 0.007,
0.020, 0.018, 0.050, 0.080, 0.110, 0.118, 0.100,
0.081, 0.075, 0.070, 0.050, 0.059, 0.036, 0.036,
0.018, 0.018, 0.020, 0.014, 0.010, respectively. Both
FTT and BTT were set to 0.05 s. There were
no packet losses in the feedback channel. The
maximum transmission rate Rmax was equal to
20, 000 symbols/s. One symbol consisted of one
byte. Each source block consisted of k = 10, 000
source symbols and was transmitted 500 times. The
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Fig. 9. Used bandwidth vs. outage rate for Algorithm and Static.
For the simulations, a real LT code was used.
length of the time interval was T = 1 s. A real LT
code was used in the simulations. The parameter 
used in the analytical expressions to optimize the
transmission strategy was set to 0.1.
Fig. 9 shows that the expected performance
closely matches the performance obtained with sim-
ulations using a real LT code. It also confirms the
superiority of the proposed scheme over a conven-
tional static approach (see Section IV-B).
We also tested the performance of our system
for the N = 11 packet loss rates 0, 0.02, 0.04,
0.06, . . . , 0.2 with probabilities 0.017, 0.038, 0.130,
0.218, 0.181, 0.145, 0.109, 0.072, 0.036, 0.034,
0.02, respectively. For all source blocks, the number
of symbols was k = 10, 000, the length of the
time interval was T = 1 s, and the maximum
transmission rate was Rmax = 20, 000 symbols/s.
A hypothetical rateless code with  = 0.05 was
assumed. Fig. 10 shows the results. Each curve
corresponds to the N = 11 expected outage rates
1 − ∑ji=1 p(li) (j = 1, . . . , 11). The expected
overhead was computed according to (8). We used
Q = 1000 time steps per second to quantize time.
The gain increased with decreasing round trip time
because short trip times allow the sender to quickly
know the status of the receiver and stop transmitting
redundant encoded symbols.
Fig. 11 shows the transmission strategy that our
algorithm selected to ensure zero expected outage
rate when RTT = 0.2 s. Note how the first
transmission rate was the highest one, which is a
reasonable choice since the first c1 symbols have to
be sent in the shortest time to minimize overhead.
The maximum transmission rate Rmax should be
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Fig. 11. Optimized transmission strategy showing transmission
rates R1, . . . , R11 and waiting times w1, . . . , w11 as computed by
Algorithm 1. Apart from w5, all other waiting times are negligible.
large enough to transmit the number of encoded
symbols corresponding to the worst-case packet loss
rate. Otherwise, one has to decrease the source rate
accordingly. Fig. 12 shows the expected overhead
when Rmax is decreased. The results are given for
the N = 11 packet loss rates used in the experiment
of Fig. 10, RTT = 0.1 s, FTT = 0.05 s, k =
10000,  = 0.05, and T = 1 s. The performance of
our system improves with increasing Rmax because
an increase in Rmax permits a decrease in the
duration of the ith transmission burst (i = 1, . . . , j),
leaving more margin for wi.
B. Streaming H.264 video over the Internet
The results provided in Sections V-A were for
general data and an artificial channel. We now test
the performance of our system for H.264 com-
pressed video data and a real Internet link.
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Fig. 12. Performance for various maximum transmission rates.
We used a server in Konstanz to send ICMP [20]
packets of size 200 symbols (one byte per symbol)
to a machine in Beijing, which sent back the packets
to the server in Konstanz. This set-up allowed
us to measure the channel characteristics without
requiring any deployment on the machine in Beijing.
The maximum transmission rate Rmax was chosen
as the average available bandwidth which was es-
timated as the maximum sending rate at which the
average observed forward trip time (FTT ) did not
increase. This gave Rmax = 30, 000 symbols per
second (i.e., 240 kbps) and FTT = 270 ms. More
sophisticated techniques for the estimation of the
available bandwidth can also be used (see [21] for
an overview and [22] for a very fast method).
To measure the packet loss rates, we set T to
2 s and sent ICMP packets of size 200 symbols
from time t = 0 to t = T −FTT . The sending rate
was set according to Rmax. The packet loss rate was
obtained by observing the number of transmitted
packets that were received by the client before t =
T . We repeated the same procedure continuously
for a period of 40 mn. Fig. 13 shows the resulting
packet loss rate histogram. All packet loss rates in
a histogram bin were quantized to the bin center.
We continued the measurement for another 40
mn and recorded the FTT for all packets. If a
packet was not received within its corresponding
time interval of length T , its FTT was set to a
negative value, indicating that it was lost. Fig. 14
shows the variation of the packet loss rate for the
first 60 time intervals.
We also collected the trace of the backward trip
time BTT by sending ICMP packets at a much
lower rate because the feedback traffic from the
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Fig. 13. Packet loss rate histogram for the link Konstanz-Beijing-
Konstanz.
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Fig. 14. Packet loss rate as a function of the time interval for the
link Konstanz-Beijing-Konstanz.
client to the server is very small. The average
observed value of BTT , which we denote by BTT ,
was 256 ms. By using the collected traces of FTT
and BTT , we were able to simulate a real channel.
We considered two standard video test sequences
in QCIF format: Foreman (400 frames) and car-
phone (300 frames). The sequences were partitioned
into source blocks such that each source block had
50 frames to be played back in 2 s. We encoded
each source block separately at 64 kbps using the
Nokia H.264 encoder. Each group of pictures (GOP)
consisted of one I frame followed by 49 P frames.
The encoded symbols were generated on the fly
from the source symbols using an LT code. We sent
200 encoded symbols per UDP/IP packet. The first
two bytes of the UDP packet payload corresponded
to the source block number. The next two bytes gave
the number k of symbols in the source block. The
next four bytes indicated the sequence number of
the first encoded symbol contained in this packet.
Knowing the sequence number of the first encoded
symbol is enough to determine the sequence number
of all encoded symbols in the same packet.
Each sequence was transmitted 200 times. At the
client side, freeze-frame error concealment where
a missing frame is replaced with the last decoded
frame was used. Fig. 15 and 16 show the average
peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) as a function of
the average used bit rate for the following schemes.
1) Algorithm. This is the transmission strategy
described in Section IV-C. The algorithm was
run with  = 0.1. The quantization step
size was 50 ms for time and 200 bytes/s
for the transmission rate (that is, Q = 1000
and M = 200, see Section IV-C), giving
a running time of less than 100 ms on our
PC with Intel Core 2 Duo 2 GHz processor.
We provide results for the packet loss rate
histogram of Fig. 13 (Algorithm-1) and for an
adaptive histogram (Algorithm-2). Each point
on the curves corresponds to the output of
the algorithm for a different j ∈ {1, · · · , 6}.
The histogram of (Algorithm-2) is initialized
with a packet loss rate of 0 with probability
1. At the end of each period of length T ,
the receiver informs the sender about the
number of packets received. The sender uses
this feedback to update the histogram. Note
that this information is negligible compared
to the video bit rate.
2) Static. This scheme keeps on sending the
LT encoded symbols at a fixed transmission
rate until an acknowledgment is received. The
transmission rate is fixed to Rj = Cj/(T −
FTT ), where Cj = k(1 + )/(1 − lj). Each
point on the curve corresponds to a different
j ∈ {1, · · · , 6}. Here  = 0.1.
3) Adaptive. This scheme also keeps on send-
ing the LT encoded symbols with a fixed
transmission rate until an acknowledgment
is received. However, the transmission rate
is chosen according to the packet loss rate
measured during the last transmission interval.
For example, if the packet loss rate observed
during the transmission of source block b is
li, then the transmission rate for source block
b + 1 is Ri = Ci/(T − FTT ), where Ci =
k(1 + )/(1− li). Here also  = 0.1.
4) Hybrid ARQ. This scheme is a type 2 hybrid-
ARQ scheme. The sender sets the amount
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of LT redundancy according to the last ob-
served packet loss rate li and sends the LT
encoded symbols at a transmission rate equal
to Rmax. The receiver keeps on trying to
decode the received symbols and sends an
acknowledgment to stop the transmission of
further encoded symbols if LT decoding is
successful. If after time k(1+)
(1−li)Rmax +FTT , LT
decoding is not successful, the receiver sends
a negative acknowledgment (NACK) asking
for additional encoded symbols. The NACK
packet gives the sender the number of encoded
symbols received. The sender infers the cur-
rent packet loss rate and sends the number of
encoded symbols needed to decode the block
successfully. This NACK packet is sent only
if the extra encoded symbols are expected to
be received on time. Again  = 0.1.
5) Without FEC. This scheme does not use FEC.
The used bitrate was increased by increasing
the source rate.
Both Algorithm-1 and Algorithm-2 significantly
outperformed the standard schemes. For example,
for the Foreman sequence at 89.86 kilobits per
second (kbps), Algorithm-1 provided an average
PSNR of 32.02 dB at 89.86 kbps, while Static
reached an average PSNR of 28.36 dB at 90.04
kbps. Algorithm-2 had a slightly worse performance
than Algorithm-1 because it did not exploit prior
information about the channel. Similar results were
obtained for the carphone sequence.
Note how Adaptive performed worse than Static.
This is because the packet loss rate was rapidly
changing, making it hard to predict from the packet
loss rate observed during the transmission of the
previous source block.
The very poor performance of the scheme that
does not use FEC is mainly due to the fact that
H.264 is highly syntax oriented, and any loss of
syntax or control information seriously damages the
reconstruction of the bitstream.
Fig. 17 shows that the performance of our scheme
improves when we increase the number of bins in
the histogram. However, the performance stagnates
after a certain number of bins is reached. The
experiment indicates that the histogram should be
fine enough to reflect any major variations of the
packet loss rate but that a too fine histogram is not
necessary as it would increase the time complexity
of the algorithm without producing any significant
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Fig. 15. Average PSNR vs. average used bandwidth for streaming
the H.264 encoded Foreman sequence over the link Konstanz-Beijing-
Konstanz. Algorithm-1 uses the algorithm of Section IV-C to compute
the transmission strategy. Algorithm-2 uses the same approach, but
the packet loss rate histogram is computed in real-time. Static uses a
static fixed transmission rate. Adaptive uses a fixed transmission rate
that is updated according to the packet loss rate observed during the
transmission of the previous source block. Hybrid ARQ is a type 2
hybrid-ARQ scheme. Without FEC does not use FEC.
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Fig. 16. Average PSNR vs. average used bandwidth for streaming the
H.264 encoded carphone sequence over the link Konstanz-Beijing-
Konstanz.
performance gain.
To study the effects of bursty packet losses on
the performance of our scheme, we did experiments
on a two-state Markov channel. Fig. 18 shows that
the average used bit rate needed to achieve a given
PSNR increases with the average burst error length.
This is because a higher burst error length increases
the variance of the packet loss rate. When the
average burst error length is small, the packet loss
rate usually remains close to the mean packet loss
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Fig. 18. Average PSNR vs. average used bandwidth for streaming the
H.264 encoded carphone sequence over a two-state Markov channel.
Each curve shows the performance of Algorithm-2 for a different
average burst length and a fixed mean packet loss rate of 0.1.
rate, whereas at higher values of the average burst
error length, the packet loss rate spreads around the
mean packet loss rate. This also explains why at the
lowest bit rates the average PSNR is slightly higher
for the larger average burst lengths.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a channel-adaptive system for
streaming live or pre-recorded video over packet
erasure channels. The system copes with the prob-
lem of fluctuating and unpredictable packet loss rate
by using an efficient transmission strategy, which is
optimized according to a packet loss rate histogram.
The strategy typically consists of a sequence of
alternating transmission bursts and waiting periods.
Results for H.264 encoded video sequences, LT
codes, and Internet links showed that our system
can significantly outperform previous FEC schemes
over a wide range of transmission bit rates.
Applications that use a particular channel fre-
quently can benefit most from our approach because
they can measure the packet loss rate histogram
in advance. If the histogram is not available, one
can start with an arbitrary one and update it during
transmission. Our experiments showed that while
the performance would degrade slightly, it remains
better than that of the standard approaches.
A lost or delayed acknowledgment degrades the
performance of our system. In the worst case, when
the packet loss rate in the feedback channel gets
close to 1, the performance of our system would
approach that of the static scheme.
The performance of our system may deteriorate
if the value of Rmax in the algorithm exceeds the
available bandwidth. On the other hand, if the value
of Rmax is much lower than the available bandwidth,
the link will be underutilized. To address this prob-
lem, one can estimate the available bandwidth pe-
riodically and update Rmax accordingly. Bandwidth
estimation can be done using the observed packet
loss rate as in [23], [24] or both the packet loss rate
and the average packet inter-arrival time as in [25].
APPENDIX
In this appendix, we summarize the most fre-
quently used notations of the paper.
• k: number of source symbols.
• : a small real number that gives the trade-
off between the error recovery property of a
rateless code and the amount of redundancy it
introduces. The channel decoder uses k(1 + )
encoded symbols to decode k source symbols.
• FTT : forward trip time.
• BTT : backward trip time.
• RTT : round trip time.
• T : time in which the receiver accepts the
encoded symbols corresponding to a source
block.
• l: packet loss rate in a time interval of length
T .
• l1, . . . , lN : packet loss rates obtained by dis-
cretizing the packet loss rate distribution into a
histogram of N bins.
• p(li): probability of packet loss rate li.
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• pi = (R1, . . . , Rj, w1, . . . , wj): transmission
strategy consisting of j transmission bursts
of rates R1, . . . , Rj and j waiting times
w1, . . . , wj .
• Rmax: maximum transmission rate used by a
transmission strategy.
• ci = k(1 + )/(1− li)−
∑i−1
m=0 cm with c0 = 0.
• si: starting time of ith transmission burst.
• fi: ending time of ith transmission burst.
• ai = fi +RTT .
• Ej(pi): expected overhead for transmission
strategy pi = (R1, . . . , Rj, w1, . . . , wj).
• Bj(pi): expected used bandwidth for transmis-
sion strategy pi = (R1, . . . , Rj, w1, . . . , wj).
• Cj = k(1 + )/(1− lj).
• Rj = Cj/(T − FTT ).
• M : number of encoded symbols in a packet.
• Q: number of steps per second used to quantize
time.
• FTT : average observed FTT .
• BTT : average observed BTT .
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